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Business  July 26, 2017

One more cement plant in
Battambang
Chea Vannak / Khmer Times /

A �le photo of a cement mixing truck. Ilya Plekhanov/CC BY SA

Click here to get Khmer Times Breaking News direct into your
Telegram

Battambang Conch Cement in Battambang province, a joint venture

between Cambodia’s Battambang KT Cement and Hong Kong-based

Conch International Holdings, is set to begin operations at the end of

the year.

“The official commission of the plant will be in December,”  Sie

Mengnang, an administrative officer in Battambang Conch Cement,

said yesterday.

“Currently about 70 percent of construction has been completed,” he

added.
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HK investors eye Kampong Speu Indonesia probes rice trade as
police raid warehouse

According to Mr Mengnang, once the plant starts operations about

5,000 tonnes of cement would be produced per day on the site. The total

production per year will be 1.8 million tonnes of cement.

The plant’s production capacity, Mr Mengnang said, would be sufficient

to the meet the demand of construction companies in Battambang and

neighbouring provinces.

Construction of the $230 million cement plant, on 100 hectares of land

in Battambang province’s Rattanak Mondul district, began last October.

According to Battambang Conch Cement, investment for the plant is

from the China-based Anhui Conch Cement Group in response to the

Chinese government’s One Belt One Road policy.

In April, Thailand’s Siam Cement Group (SCG) announced that it is

preparing to open its third cement plant in Battambang province in

2018.

Chan Sophal, the governor of Battambang, said that SCG started

building the plant in 2016 and had almost completed it.

SCG is a majority shareholder in local producer Kampot Cement. Once

operational the plant will have a production capacity of 1.8 million

tonnes a year.

Kampot Cement was created in January 2008 as a joint venture

between SCG, which owns 90 percent of the company, and domestic

firm Khaou Chuly Group. They initially were able to produce about 1.1

million tonnes of cement annually.

SCG invested about $120 million in a second factory in 2015 which has

an annual production capacity of 900,000 tonnes and began operations

last year.
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Opinion

Peace prospects still gloomy for

Ukraine crisis

As the Russia-Ukraine conflict is about to

enter a second year, prospects of a truce or

peace are still gloomy, Chinese analysts

commented on Tuesday.
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Enhancing cultural tourism

through BRI

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) policy

document lays out a plan for promoting

and developing cultural tourism,

specifically through “tourism cooperation”.

US inmates could soon be trading

their organs for freedom

State legislatures around the United States

are keenly watching the fate of a

Massachusetts bill allowing prisoners to

receive up to one year off their jail sentence

by donating their organs.

Silent reflection is real education

WHEN one flips through newspapers and

online media, and reads the statements by

researchers, politicians, ministers and

economists, there is kind of a consensus

that the Malaysian education system needs

a revamp to ensure that they are able to

produce first-class graduates in technical

and academic fields that would contribute

to the development of the nation.
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Swiss teachers take on ChatGPT

“It is dizzying,” Eric Vanoncini

acknowledged to the classroom full of

anxious teachers as reams of text generated

by the ChatGPT bot unfurled on the large

screen behind him.

Will lunar rover have company for

the next Lantern Festival?

Yutu-2, China’s operating lunar rover,

ignited people’s fantasies of the moon on a

special day, the Lantern Festival of the Year

of the Rabbit.

Study links adoption of electric

vehicles with improved health

In the first study to use real-world data to

correlate electric cars, air pollution, and

health, a team of researchers from USC’s

Keck School of Medicine has begun to

chronicle the actual impact of electric

vehicle adoption.

Good Times2

An on-again, off-again year for Siem

Reap’s arts

Siem Reap’s 2020 arts and lifestyle coverage

kicked off the year on an optimistic note

that, with the wisdom of hindsight, turned

out to be somewhat ironic.
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Remaining sane while you care for

your baby

Because our baby is now at the centre of

our life, it has been mentally challenging

since even getting a good night’s sleep or a

decent meal has suddenly become a real

task.
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